Study Abroad
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Congratulations to all our students who will be studying abroad in spring 2023!

RABINDRA 2022 - Program Spellout!

Directly Christian Faith and Visual Culture in Rome and explore the rights of the morning, with LMU's award-winning faculty, Dr. and Mrs. White, and St. Peter's Basilica, including an exclusive visit to the Vatican Library and the papal apartments!

Application is now open until November 30, 2021. Don't wait to apply!

RABINDRA SUMMER 2022 PREVIEW - Joining LMU Programs

Where is your personal life? Start here and explore the world:

- Create a LMU Seminar in Zagreb
- England: LMU Summer in London
- France: LMU Summer in Paris
- Greece: LMU Summer in Spetses
- Italy: LMU Summer Immersion in Rome: Christianity and Art
- New LMU Center in Rome
- U.S. at The American Academy in Rome (UCG)
- Virtual Global Learning - Worldwide

Applications are now open. Learn more about the opportunities available and register here for the next available orientation.

Need a passport?

U.S. Passport processing is still very delayed. If you need to apply for a new passport or renew your passport, do not wait!

Summer 2022 Preview - Upcoming LMU Programs

5/21/2022. LMU Summer Immersion in Rome: Christianity and Art

Enroll in LMU Summer Immersion in Rome: Christianity and Art which will include visits to important sites of the Christian faith.

Applications are now open. Learn more about the opportunities available and register here for the next available orientation.

Study Abroad Interest Form

COMPLETE OUR INTEREST FORM to receive important updates to help you plan your study abroad experience!

Study Abroad Faculty/Staff

 Aside from their active roles in study abroad, and a Pre-Departure orientation program faculty, CBA webinar on career impacts of teaching English abroad and additional summer opportunities available for Summer 2022, Fall 2022, and AY 2022-2023. Scholarships discussed will include the Benjamin A. Gilman Student Program, Fulbright U.S. Student Program and Gates Cambridge Scholarship. Join us for a panel of LMU alumni who will share stories of cultural exchange through participation in postgrad fellowships abroad like the Fulbright UK Summer Scholarship Program, Freeman-ASIA Award, Fund for Education Abroad, and the Critical Language Scholarship. Each program faculty, CBA webinar on career impacts of teaching English abroad.
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